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Abstract 
 Appointment scheduling in health care systems is a well-established domain, however, the top 

commercial services neglect scheduling analytics. This project explores the benefit of utilizing data 

analysis to equip health care offices with insights on how to improve their existing schedules. The 

insights are generated by comparing patients’ preferred appointment times with the current schedule 

coverage and calculating utilization of past appointments. While untested in the field, the project 

yielded promising results using generated sample data as a proof of concept for the benefits of using 

data analytics to remove deficiencies in a health care office’s schedule. 

Introduction 
 There are many versatile and robust health care appointment scheduling solutions such as 

Simple Practice, Appointment Plus, and Kareo. These various systems have great support for patient 

management, appointment scheduling, and even billing. However, they lack the ability to improve upon 

an existing schedule to better support their customers. Certainly, many offices may take advantage of 

Google’s popular times, wait times, and visit duration features to communicate their peak hours, yet this 

data relies on physical visits and patient’s cellular connectivity which could be unreliable. By giving 

patients a chance to communicate their preferred appointment times, offices gain new insights that can 

help them predict busy hours and gaps in coverage. This combined with analyzing actual appointment 

history can provide office administration with a more complete picture that ultimately provides patient 

and doctor alike with an efficient schedule that meets their needs. 

Objectives 
 The goal of this project is to create an all-purpose scheduling platform for a doctor’s office that 

takes advantage of the latest frameworks and technologies to provide patients with a fast and reliable 

way to schedule appointments. The project aims to be intuitive and accessible so that all users have 

ample opportunity to meet their health care requirements. The platform was to be enhanced with 

powerful data analysis that assists patients in accessing their preferred appointment times and doctors 

to manipulate their schedule to provide the most effective coverage. 

Requirements 
 The first requirement of the project was that the data produced using this website would be 

mineable for insights that could inform the doctor with better decision making regarding his schedule. 

After discussion with potential clients, it is determined that a good feature of this system is to give each 

user an option to submit an ideal appointment time. This piece of data allows the doctor to see the most 

sought-after appointment times. Having preferred appointment times also allows patients to be notified 

if an appointment is available in the coming weeks, which drives ease of use and business. 

Processes 

Planning 
 In the initial phases of the project, the goal was to create a cross-platform application that 

included web, mobile, and voice-assistant. After scope definition for this thesis, it was determined that 

focusing efforts on just the web platform would allow me to create a well-polished final product with 

more robust features. Following this shift, the initial set of user stories were created with the help of the 

doctor’s office the app is intended for. The User Stories revealed that there were two end-users: the 

administration (doctors and secretaries) and patients. From these user stories, a wireframe was created 
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in Adobe XD as a prototype to verify the desired features (see Figure 1). This wireframe was 

demonstrated to committee members and stakeholders at the doctor’s office and approved for 

development. 

 

 

Figure 1 

Development 
 Development was performed in an agile method and increments of the product were executed 

in two-week sprints. At the end of each sprint, work was demonstrated to a committee member, 

discussed, and advice was offered. Before the meeting concluded, expectations were set for the next 

sprint. 

Technology Used 

• Design: ERDPlus, AdobeXD 

• Backend: MongoDB/MongoCloud, Mongoose, Node.js, Express, Swagger 

• Frontend: React, React-Router-DOM, Chart.js, Bootstrap 4 

• Authentication: Firebase Authentication 

• Hosting: DigitalOcean, Nginx, PM2 

• Tools: GitHub, GitKraken, Glo 
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Deployment 

 

Figure 2 

 As can be seen from the above deployment diagram (see Figure 2), the database is hosted on a 

free tier of MongoDB Atlas. The API application and static web site files are deployed to a Digital Ocean 

droplet on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The droplet uses Nginx to allow the application port to be accessed from 

the public domain. The API application uses Express to serve the static web site files on the base route, 

and API calls are handled on all other routes. 
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Backend 

Schema and Database 

 

Figure 3 

 Using a combination of the user stories and the initial mock-up, an entity relationship diagram 

was created (see Figure 3) using ERDPlus. In the diagram, there are 8 entities: appointment, user, their 

ideal appointment, their reminder preferences, the appointment schema for generating new 

appointments, the about us information for the doctor’s office, and messages from the users. Because 

of its ease of use and powerful capabilities, MongoDB was selected as the database, and the Mongoose 

library was used to create models and interact with the database. 

 In summary, Users are identified by their email address they use to sign up for the website, and 

their authorization level is determined by their admin field. An ideal appointment is identified by the 

user’s email address and indicates a specific day of the week and time they would prefer to come in. 

Reminder preferences are also identified by a user’s email address and track whether a user will be 

reminded by phone and/or email and how much time before the appointment they would like to be 

reminded. The About Us model keeps track of all the relevant information about the doctor’s office such 

as the doctor’s name, office’s name, phone number, address, and hours. An appointment is identified by 

the date-time and also tracks the email address of a registered user or possibly the name of a guest user 

and whether or not the user has checked in to the appointment. The appointment scheme model tracks 

the weekdays, start time, end time, and interval in minutes between appointments. This serves as the 

basis to create future appointments automatically. Finally, the message model records the message left, 

the name of the patient that left it, how they would like to be responded to, the contact info for that 

response method, and whether or not the message has been marked as read. 
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RESTful API 
 Using a tutorial by David Inyang-Etoh as reference (Inyang-Etoh, 2018), I developed basic 

Node.js Create, Read, Update, and Delete services for each model, then added more advanced services 

for each model to support the features of the application. For Users, an additional service to fuzzy match 

users by name was created to support admin look-up of patients. For Ideal Appointments, services were 

added to get counts of ideal appointments for data insights. The most additional services were 

developed for appointments. Many of them are various means of filtering the appointments: past, 

upcoming, scheduled, available, by user, etc. The remaining appointment services are used to retrieve 

the data needed for analyzing the appointment history. Services were added to appointment schemes 

to retrieve the current coverage for displaying against the preferred times. Finally, an insight endpoint 

was added to calculate various data insights generate by analyzing either the ideal appointments or the 

appointment history. All services and models were documented by Swagger (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 

Appointment Generation 
 One challenge was to know how many appointments to generate based off of the existing 

appointment schemes, and when new appointments should be created. This could potentially have 

been an advanced feature for the admin, but it seemed cumbersome and unintuitive to have the end-

user set these parameters. The current solution performs appointment generation under the following 

heuristic: on creation of a new appointment scheme, appointments are generated from the current day 

through the next month. Then, every 24 hours, a new day of appointments are created one month 

away. This creates the effect of having the next month available for patients to plan their doctor visits. 

Some offices may want to increase this window, which can be done with the change of a few variables. 

Though this cannot be set dynamically by the user, as stated before. 
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 Generating an appointment given a set of appointment schemes is performed by a helper 

function of the API called “generateAppointmentsFromScheme” which has two parameters, a start date 

and end date. For each date in this window, each appointment scheme that shares the date’s weekday 

value will create appointments using the rules of the scheme. Beginning at the start time and concluding 

at the end time of the appointment scheme, a new appointment is added to the database in increments 

of the appointment scheme’s minute interval. This function is then set to be called every 24 hours by the 

server with start and end dates set with the current date plus 30 and 31 days, respectively.  

Web Client 
 The web client was built using React v16.11 and Bootstrap 4. React was chosen as the web 

framework during the period when mobile apps were still being considered. It would have been much 

easier to port the logic to React Native, and therefore have iOS and Android support, than to completely 

rewrite the web logic into both Swift and Android Studio. Even after the mobile apps were dropped, 

React was kept as it is widely popular in industry, and its high performance and simplicity lent itself well 

to the project. The app’s components were divided into four groups: admin views, patient views, guest 

views, and shared components. Routing between components was handled by the React-Router-DOM 

library, which allowed the app to navigate between the various views without having to reload the 

entire page. 

Guest Features 

 

Figure 5 

 From the home page of the application, a guest is greeted with the options to schedule an 

appointment, Sign Up or Login (see Figure 5). They can also navigate to these features and the Contact 

Us component which allows the Guest to leave a message to the administration. On Sign Up, a guest is 

prompted to enter their directory information and their preferred appointment time. Account creation 

and authentication is handled using Firebase authentication. If Firebase returns any errors while 
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attempting to create or authenticate an account, the appropriate messages are displayed. Guests can 

schedule an appointment without an account. After selecting, the appointment is saved to the 

application state where it can either be applied to a Patient’s account on login, or if they choose to 

continue as guest (see Figure 6), they are asked to provide their name.  

 

Figure 6 

Patient Features 

 

Figure 7 
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 When a user is authenticated by Firebase, the app loads the user’s profile and renders either a 

Patient View or Admin View dependent on the admin field of the user. The home view of a patient 

shows their upcoming appointments, if any (see Figure 7). The nearest appointment in the future is 

featured on a card that gives options to check-in to the appointment to let the doctor know they have 

arrived, swap the appointment for another date, or cancel the appointment altogether. They can also 

navigate to the Schedule component which will allow them to schedule new appointments. In the 

navigation bar, the patient can expand the More dropdown to reveal the Contact Us, Account, and Log 

out options. In the Account component, users can edit their date of birth, phone number, reminder 

preferences, and ideal appointment. All data is retrieved asynchronously using the React useEffect hook 

and the built-in Fetch library. Data is sent asynchronously using action handlers and the Fetch library. 

Admin Features 

 

Figure 8 

 The home page of the admin view shows a table with three filter options: all, available, and 

scheduled (see Figure 8). Rows in the appointment table that are available have options to Assign the 

appointment to a patient or cancel the appointment altogether. Appointments that are scheduled have 

options to view the patient assigned to the appointment’s account, swap the patient to another 

appointment, drop the patient from the appointment, or cancel the appointment altogether. Clicking 

the Edit button gives the admin options to set recurring appointments or remove available 

appointments. 
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Figure 9 

 If the admin chooses to set the recurring appointments, they are shown a view of the current 

schedule schemes and they can add or update the current schemes. Each scheme has fields to select 

days of the week, start time, end time, and interval. On submission, this data is collected and sent to the 

API. If a scheme is edited or deleted, the current appointments will not be affected, but new 

appointments will be generated according to the scheme. This may change in future versions. 

 Removing available appointments is a simple component that allows the admin to select a start 

appointment and end appointment. All available appointments between these two date times will be 

removed from the database. This allows the doctor to handle emergency scenarios and time away from 

the office. The Past Appointments component is a simple table that lists the past scheduled 

appointments for the office’s records. 
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Figure 10 

 The Patients component is a searchable table that filters the table in real-time as you search 

(see Figure 10). Clicking View Patient navigates to an account view that shows a read-only version of the 

Patients account information and a summary of their scheduled and past appointments. In the More 

dropdown menu, there are options to edit the Admin’s account, edit the contact us information if hours 

or any other directory information changes, view messages sent through the contact us feature, view 

popular times, and log out. 
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Figure 11 

 The View Popular times provides a suite of information in both graphical and textual form. 

Admins have the choice to view their coverage plotted against ideal appointments in day or week form, 

or they can view past appointment history plotted against their coverage. Insights are provided below 

the chart. More on this will be covered in the data analysis section below. 

Data Analysis 

Charts 
 The charts rendered in the Popular Times component are created using a line chart from the 

Chart.js/react-chart-js library. To plot a line chart, you must supply the chart component with labels and 

one or more data sets. On charts that show one day of data, 96 data points are provided representing 

one value for every 15 minutes in a day. On charts that show one week of data, 120 data points are 

provided representing one value for every hour in a week, Monday through Friday. Because of this, 

multiple appointments, coverage, or ideal appointments in the same hour will be plotted on the same 

index. The graphs still serve as a good intuition for most popular times and appointment utilization, but 

the textual insights should be used for fine grained data. 

 When selecting to view ideal appointments by weekday, each day of the week is plotted on its 

own chart and displayed in a carousel that stops rotating on hover. The current appointment coverage is 

plotted in light blue. The count of ideal appointments at a specific day and time are retrieved from the 

database and plotted directly to their respective indexes in dark blue. Because ideal appointments are 

saved in 15-minute increments, each one maps uniquely to an index on the chart. When viewing ideal 

appointments by week, counts are calculated by taking the hour value of each individual ideal 

appointment. For example, Monday 12:15 PM and Monday 12:45 PM will both be represented on the 

Monday 12:00 PM index. 
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Figure 12 

 By viewing appointment history by day, coverage for that day is plotted in light red and past 

appointment counts for that day are plotted to the nearest 15 minutes in dark red. This approximation 

when graphing is necessary because appointments are not necessarily aligned on a 15-minute boundary. 

When viewing by any other historic value, week; month; year; all time, the chart shows a full week. 

Coverage for that week is approximated to the nearest hour. Past appointment counts for the specified 

period of time are calculated by counting all scheduled appointments that occurred for each hour of 

each weekday. This broader picture will become increasingly valuable the more data that is collected. 

Despite only seeing which hours of each day are popular, the office gains valuable information about 

their busiest times of the day. 

Analysis of Ideal Appointments 
 When analyzing patients’ preferred appointment time as a conglomerate of data, you gain key 

insights about the most sought-after appointments and whether the office is covering them well. Failure 

to adapt to patient demand can result in huge financial losses and customer dissatisfaction. This is why 

the main focus of the insights is to 1. Provide numeric information on the percentage of ideal 

appointment times that are being covered and 2. Find the top requested appointments that the current 

coverage is not meeting. These two insights are returned with unique values for each scope you set (by 

day or week). Because the textual insights are not limited to space on a graphical representation like the 

charts were, we can be more precise with the data. This complements the charts weaknesses well and 

gives us a well-rounded picture of where the current schedule coverage lies.  

To calculate percentage of ideal appointments covered for a given time window, each ideal 

appointment is tested to see if it falls within the range of any of the current appointment schemes. It is 

then a simple matter of counting the number of ideal appointments that are covered divided by the 

total number represented in the time window. During this calculation, a count is kept for each ideal 
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appointment that is not being covered. The results are sorted in descending order and the top 3 results 

are displayed to the admin. 

Analysis of Past Appointment Utilization 
 Complementary to the ideal appointments, analyzing appointment history tells the office which 

of the current appointments are being most utilized. By viewing the history of different weeks, months, 

and years, doctors may realize they are poorly utilizing their time. For example, one doctor may gain 

understanding that their mornings are slow on Wednesdays, but many patients are requesting 

Wednesday evenings. Perhaps in the holiday season, less patients are attending on weekends. These 

insights are incredibly useful in ensuring the doctor’s time is being used wisely and they are able to help 

the most people. The most important insights gained by the appointment history are 1. What 

percentage of appointments in a specified time window are being utilized? 2. Which appointments have 

the highest scheduling rate? 3. Which appointments have the lowest scheduling rate? 

 To calculate the percentage of appointments that are utilized, all appointments in a given time 

window are retrieved. Any appointments that have been scheduled are counted and the end result is 

divided by the total number of appointments. During these calculations, appointments counts of each 

weekday and time are recorded. The results of these calculations are sorted in descending order and the 

top 3 results are returned as the highest scheduling rate and the bottom 3 results are returned as the 

appointments with the lowest scheduling rates. Although basic in calculation, these insights give the 

administration incredibly useful information regarding their current schedule’s strengths and 

weaknesses. The underlying data also lays the groundwork for more advanced features (see Future 

Work). 

Sample Data 

Generation 

 To test the data analytics features, sample data needed to be generated. Using the features of 

the platform, one month of appointments were generated for the appointments schemes M, W, F 8AM-

3PM and TU, TH 10AM-5PM, which resulted in 488 new appointments. Using a names list provided by 

Ruan Bekker (Bekker, 2017), 100 test users were generated. Ideal appointment days were assigned 

randomly. Ideal appointment times were assigned in a normal distribution where the mean was treated 

as 12 PM and each standard deviation from the mean was a 3-hour block of time. For example, there 

was a 34% chance that a patient would be assigned an ideal appointment from 9 AM – 12 PM, however, 

there was only a 13.6% chance that they would be assigned an ideal appointment from 6 AM – 9PM. 

Once the time block was decided for each patient, they were given a random time (in 15-minute 

increments) within that block. Then 200 random upcoming appointments were assigned to a random 

patient. 

Results 

 Although there are many insights that could be discussed, three major points stood out as 

actionable insights. 
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Figure 13 

 In the ideal appointment times for Tuesday (see Figure 13), there were two appointment 

requests for 9:45:00 AM that were just outside of the 10:00:00 coverage and an additional request for 

9:00:00 AM. However, at the end of the day, there is a gap from roughly 3 PM onwards where there are 

no requests. By shifting the hours on this day by an hour or two forward, the office would be accounting 

for three more patients without adding any additional coverage. 

 

Figure 14 
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 In the ideal appointments for the entire week (see figure 14), it is clear to see Tuesday, 

Thursday, and Friday are the most popular days based off the number of requests. There are still 

appointments requested for Monday and Wednesday, so perhaps the coverage on these days could be 

reduced to cover the bulk of patients on these less popular days and extend the coverage on the more 

popular days to both accommodate more patients and reduce the time spent in the office doing 

nothing. 

 

Figure 15 

 In viewing the appointment history for the month of April 2020, it appears that in practice, 

Fridays are the least popular. While this may seem contradictory to the story told by the ideal 

appointments, appointments were randomly assigned, so the data cannot be considered related. 

Though in the field, this may indicate a dichotomy of what patients think they want and what they will 

actually use. Having this data to learn from can help doctors make more informed decisions on whether 

the appointments that patients are requesting have merit. 

Conclusion & Future Work 
 This platform developed for this thesis is currently deployed to www.bowman-chiropractic.com 

with the intent to deliver to potential clients, where it will serve to assist in improving their existing 

schedule. While developed for one client, specifically, the system was designed for reuse, and the 

concepts applied in generating data insights may be applied to more appointment-based domains, such 

as salons and auto shops. 

 Like in most projects, there were features that were planned but unimplemented due to a lack 

of time and other issues that took precedence. Here are a few that will be developed in the next phases 

of the project: 

http://www.bowman-chiropractic.com/
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• Ability to drag/expand the coverage windows when viewing the Popular Times and see how the 

insight results are affected, then apply desired changes. 

• Machine Learning/AI to suggest: 

o Alterations to the appointment schemes 

o Changes to ideal appointments for patients based off historic usages 

• Send reminders and/or notifications to users based on reminder and ideal appointment 

preferences 

• Explore techniques to display data graphically with better precision  
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